Montebello, for over 65 years has focused on quality, performance, innovation and customer
satisfaction. Montebello is a world-class manufacturer and leading supplier of collapsible aluminum
tubes, laminate, all plastic tubes, small and large diameter aluminum aerosol cans. It also provides
custom filling for food and beverages in tubes through Monfitello Inc.
Montebello Packaging – Harrisonburg VA is looking for End of Line Inspectors
We are looking for someone that is detailed oriented and is able to work in a face pace environment.
Someone who has an excellent work attendance,
Some of the job functions that you will be required to do is as follows:


End of Line Inspectors will be looking for any defects in the tubs/cans
o




Tubes are examined for: color variation and consistency, no caps and high caps,
no enamel, no print, poor/bad print, dents and bends, holes, proper cold seal,
proper internal coating, metal in the neck, foreign substances inside the tubes (i.e.
enamel, ink, lubrication, and hair), etc.




Monitors the scrap and reports problems in order to keep scrap within acceptable levels.
Stacks full boxes of tubes on skids, prepares completed skids for shipment (i.e. plastic sheets,
corner boards, strapping, etc.), and moves skids from one area of the Plant to another by use of
a hand‐jack.
Uses and understands specification sheets. Verifies that the proper materials are being used
and packs to conform to the specification sheet for that job.
Completes applicable forms, labels, etc. and accepts responsibility for the completeness and
accuracy of all information and reports they generate.
Continuously maintains good housekeeping in their work area and assists with Line cleanups
(including work areas, floors, and outside of machinery).
Assists with Line changeovers to include purging the Line, cleaning ink wells, etc.
Changes over and/or sets up the automatic packing machines.
Strives to be a good team member to promote team effort.
Follow all health and safety regulations



Functions of this job require regular and punctual employee presence.







Benefits after 90 days of employment are: Medical, Dental, Vision, Prescription Drug, Life Insurance,
STD, LTD and AD&D.
We have perfect attendance bonus every quarter, along with Gain Share bonus every quarter. Vacation
after 1 year of employment and 3 unpaid sick days after 6 months of employment.
You will be required to pass a series of mechanical test, reading comprehension and basic math test, you
must be able to speak and read English.
You will be required to take a Physical and Drug test.

